empowerRx™

Your partner in proactively managing and sustaining a compliant 340B program

340B Monthly Compliance Review Service
Together we can take the complexity out of managing your 340B program. Our simple, remote 340B monthly compliance service provides a high touch solution, reducing your risk of noncompliance while maximizing your program benefit. Our monthly solution replaces your need for an independent annual audit.

“340(b) participants must remember that compliance is the responsibility of the covered entity. It is therefore essential to exercise constant oversight over a well-designed and well-managed compliant program.”
– Health Resources and Services Administration

Reasons to partner with Health Enterprises:

• Satisfies HRSA recommendation for an independent annual audit
• Scheduled monthly review of report and program developments
• Substantial savings over the cost of most annual audits
• Frees hospital staff to focus on core operations
• Provides a comprehensive monthly compliance report
• Proactive approach to program management
• Program developed and overseen by a pharmacist with 340B expertise
• Potentially eliminates the need to hire a 340B coordinator
• Expert analysis and recommendations
• One page executive dashboard included with report provides a quick and accurate overview of program health guide procedures
• Access to policies and procedures including customized self-auditing procedures

For more information, contact
KELLY KOLKER, RPh, MBA, Senior Manager, Pharmacy Services
• Cell (319) 310-6942 • kkolker@healthenterprises.org
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